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AU BAL DES ABSENTS     Catherine Dufour (Seuil, 2020)

If it were a film:
Ghostland, Pascal Laugier
Mister Babadook, Jennifer Kent

If it were a serie:
Marianne, Samuel Bodin
The Haunting of Bly Manor, Mike Flanagan
American Horror Story : haunted house (saison 1), Ryan Murphy et Brad Falchuk

Format:
Miniseries.

Claude is forty years old and her life is a complete desert on all aspects, from her love life to her professional life. Cornered, 
fired, on the brink of bankruptcy, despite her low income benefit, soon she will be evicted from her flat in the Paris suburbs 
since she cannot afford her rent anymore. So when a mysterious American lawyer gets in touch with her through LinkedIn (on 
a misunderstanding) to ask her to investigate on the missing Grues (an American family that has vanished into thin air during 
a holiday in Burgundy) in exchange for a huge pay check, Claude will not hesitate for long. 

Her only mission is to rent the « Aunt Colline » house, an old manor in the Yonne region, hidden under Virginia creeper, where 
the missing family has been spotted a year before, and to keep her eyes and ears wide open. An accommodation for a few 
weeks for free? What a bargain! But she seems to be forgetting that a man and his five children have vanished from this place 
overnight...

But this spooky mansion, abandoned for years, seems to be in a perfect condition.  Just like if it was still occupied the day 
before… Why? Why do surrounding neighbours - terrified at the mere mention of the house – all seem to have different 
theories on the horrors that took place there? And above all, why do every witness interrogated by Claude and the shops she 
visits, end up disappearing overnight?

It seems obvious: the « presence » occupying the manor doesn’t want Claude around. Or at least, not alive… But that would 
be underestimating the resilience and determination clinging to this snarling forty year old woman already harassed by life 
and society who has decided not to let herself be trampled on ever again. 

CINEMA-LOVER GHOSTBUSTER VS GHOSTS

What if offence was the best defence?

Once the shock has passed – you can feel rather rattled when ghosts try to kill you – Claude’s first move is to calmly deal 
with the issue and gather material. And there is no better place than the local library to ransack all works, films and websites 
tackling in one way or the other, occult forces and Poltergeist beings: from Ghostbusters to Blair Witch Project, including 
House of Usher, Claude takes notes, makes lists and gathers common features (sometimes she has to hide her eyes) between 
all these stories: who survives, why and how?

She soon becomes an expert on the matter – even if she comes to the conclusion that young virgins are often the ones 
surviving – and comes up with a battle plan.

If it hadn’t been for the manor’s creature... it will feed itself on her imagination – now filled with nightmarish visions – and 
Claude will also have to confront the demons of her own past to get out of this.
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(AT THE ABSENTEE’S BALL)



THE SPECTRE OF HARDSHIP

Through Claude’s downward infernal (literally speaking) spiral, the purpose of Au bal des absents is also to describe the 
reality of a very current social issue: the fall of the poor, the have-nots, the unemployed who have lost everything and cannot 
bounce back, sidelined by a society and a work world always more « competitive » - a too polite word that actually means « 
cruel ». In the end, they are the true ghosts of the French society.

While never forgetting her humour and her common sense, Claude allows us have a glimpse at the everyday life of a woman 
who literally has nothing left besides her strong will to live.

So she might be chased by cut off legs, faceless little girls or even buried alive...whatever! She has been through so much 
already!

FRONTIERS BETWEEN WORLDS… AND GENRES

It’s like stepping through the looking glass when Claude pushes the « Aunt Colline » gate. The novel skilfully slaloms between 
genres: from the investigation tale to the horror thriller, including the social chronicle and the cynical comedy. No one will be 
able to predict the change of tone that might come up next through the chapters. 

If there certainly is fantasy in this novel, there is also humour through Claude’s spirited and heartfelt observations – she 
uses humour as an ultimate defence against despair – and offers a fair, although never pathetic picture of a woman who is 
determined to remain upright despite the hardship and events she is confronted with. 

Imagine a shooting of a Dardenne Brothers’ film crossing one of the Duffer Brothers!

A FEW LINES FROM THE NOVEL:

« In the bathroom, on the cupboard’s shelves, she found huge piles of monogrammed linen bed sheets, and, in the 
bathtub, a pregnant woman, drowning. Oh yuck! She definitely has to keep schedule of this one’s apparitions, so that she’ll 
be able to take her shower without disturbing her. »

THE BOOK, THE AUTHOR:

Computer engineer, Catherine Dufour is also columnist for the Monde Diplomatique and a political science teacher. She 
won the Grand Prix de l’imaginaire (Grand Prize of the imaginary) twice and published fantasy and science fiction works. 
She founded the Collectif Zanzibar with other science-fiction authors, among which Norbert Merjagnan and Alain Damasio, 
to have a common reflection in order to “disembody the future”. 

CONTACT:

Seuil - Kim Beci : Kim.Beci@mediatoon.com
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